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TENTH MEETING 

Wednesday, 12 May 1982, at 14h30 

Chairman: Dr J. RODRIGUEZ DIAZ (Venezuela) 

1. COLLABORATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM: Item 40 of the Agenda (continued) 

General matters: Item 40.1 of the Agenda (Documents А35/17 and A35/INF.DOC./2 and Corr.1) 
(continued) 

Dr BAMATRAF (Democratic Yemen), introducing a draft resolution sponsored by the 

delegations of Algeria, Bahrain, Democratic Yemen, Djibouti, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mauritania, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syrian Arab 
Republic, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates and Yemen, said that his country had recently 
experienced severe floods which had killed people and livestock, washed away crops and large 
tracts of arable soil, and destroyed dams. The disaster had left 480 people dead and 10 000 
families homeless. The survivors were in need of medical care since disease was an 
inevitable consequence of natural disaster on such a scale, and it was feared that the 
majority of victims would be women and children. The repercussions, especially the economic 
ones, were likely to extend far into the future. He therefore appealed to the Committee to 
support the draft resolution. His Government wished to express its gratitude for the 
assistance proffered without hesitation by countries, and by the Red Cross and Red Crescent 
societies, as soon as news had been received of a disaster unparalleled in his country for 
many decades. 

The draft resolution read as follows: 

The Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly, 
Noting with grave concern the serious flooding that recently occurred in Democratic 

Yemen; 

Aware of the health and medical assistance urgently required by the Government of 
Democratic Yemen to cope with the situation resulting from the floods; 

1. CONSIDERS that the serious health, medical and social problems arising from heavy 
rains and flooding, which have now created a disaster situation, continue to constitute 
a source of major concern to the international community, thereby necessitating urgent 
and substantial health and medical assistance to the Government of Democratic Yemen; 

2 REQUESTS the Director -General: 

(1) to provide forthwith emergency health and medical assistance to the Government 
of Democratic Yemen and allocate the necessary funds for this purpose as soon as 

possible; 

(2) to consult with the Government of Democratic Yemen in order to establish a 

health and medical assistance programme to forestall the consequences of the floods 
for the next five years;. 

Э. CALLS upon specialized agencies and other United Nations agencies concerned, as well 
as all governmental and nongovernmental organizations, to cooperate with WHO in this 
field. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America) proposed that the words "provide forthwith" in 
operative paragraph 2(1) be replaced by "continue to mobilize ". That minor amendment would 
improve the meaning of the paragraph, which would no longer imply that all resources were 
to come from WHO and would allow the Director- General to endeavour to generate resources from 
other sources to give a broader influx of funds for the emergency health and medical assistance 
required. 
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Mr SUGANO (Japan) supported the draft resolution as amended by the United States. He 

urged WHO to make every effort, in collaboration with the United Nations and other specialized 

agencies, to improve health conditions in the severely affected area by providing emergency 

health and medical care to the Government of Democratic Yemen. In view of the disastrous 

situation created by the flooding in Democratic Yemen, his Government had for humanitarian 

reasons offered that country emergency aid amounting to US$ 250 000. 

Dr BROYELLE (France) was fully aware of the major health problems faced by Democratic 

Yemen and supported the draft resolution. However, in order to underline the coordinating 
role of the Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator, it might be useful to 

add the words "coordinated by UNDRO" after "governmental and nongovernmental organizations" in 

operative paragraph 3. 

The United States amendment was rejected by 40 votes to 15, with 28 abstentions. 

The draft resolution was approved by 86 votes to 0, with 5 abstentions. 

Dr MTERA (United Republic of Tanzania) introduced the draft resolution on the health 
implications of development schemes to which he had referred at the previous meeting, which 
was sponsored by the delegations of Kenya, Lesotho, the United Republic of Tanzania and the 

United States of America. 

The first two preambular paragraphs recalled two previous resolutions of the Health 
Assembly that had drawn special attention to the health implications of large -scale national 
or intercountry development programmes. Since those two resolutions had been adopted, the 

number of such projects, in particular water resources development projects, had increased so 

greatly that the need to remind the international community of the hazards to both health and 
the environment that could result from their implementation had become ever more apparent, 
particularly as such new health and environmental problems cut across many sectors and were 
not confined to the health sector alone. Those additional dimensions were reflected in the 

third and fourth preambular paragraphs to the draft resolution. 
Operative paragraph 1 pledged WHO's commitment to cooperation on preventive measures, 

while operative paragraph 2 outlined the action required. Unlike its predecessors, the 

present draft resolution, in addition to highlighting the importance, in all development 
projects, of planning and implementing measures to prevent health and environmental hazards, 
also urged that the widest possible cooperation should be forged between WHO and national and 
international agencies, including funding agencies, in tackling the multisectoral problem. 
He hoped that the Committee would find no difficulty in approving the draft resolution. 

Dr BEAUSOLEIL (Ghana) said that his delegation fully supported the draft resolution and 

would like to become a co- sponsor. He suggested, however, that the words "man -made lakes, 

irrigation and river basin development" in the fourth preambular paragraph and the 

first part of operative paragraph 2 should be replaced by "water resources development 

projects ". 

Dr MTERA (United Republic of Tanzania) said that the co- sponsors had no objection to 

that amendment. 

Dr EL GHAWABI (Egypt) felt that operative paragraph 2(3) should be deleted as it could 

cause financial difficulties for current projects whose completion might consequently be 

compromised. 

Dr ITERA (United Republic of Tanzania) considered that it was preferable to retain the 

paragraph, since the draft resolution was principally concerned with laying down guidelines 

for the future. In the case of projects already under way, the countries concerned would be 

able to work out individual solutions to the problem. 

The draft resolution as amended by the delegate of Ghana, was approved. 
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Health assistance to refugees and displaced persons in Cyprus: Item 40.2 of the Agenda 
(Resolution WHA34.20; Document А35/18) 

Dr ТАВА (Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean), introducing the item, said 
that, in pursuance of resolution WHA34.20, WHO had continued its technical collaboration for 
the rehabilitation and development of health services in Cyprus through the provision of 
consultant services, fellowships for training, supplies and equipment. The Director -General's 
report (document А34/18) gave details of those activities for which WHO had contributed a 
total of approximately us$ 438 000 from its regular budget in 1981 -1982. About US$ 340 000 
of that amount had been spent on equipment and supplies and about US$ 100 000 on fellowships. 
In addition WHO had continued to collaborate closely with UNHCR, providing the necessary 
technical back -up to the health -related projects supported by the latter, including the 
provision of consultant services for various projects. He confirmed that WHO would continue 
its collaboration with UNHCR in meeting the health needs of the affected population. 

Mr BORG (Malta) introduced a draft resolution sponsored by the delegations of Cuba, 
Ghana, India, Malta, Togo, the United Republic of Tanzania, and Yugoslavia. His delegation 
had been entrusted for many years with the introduction of humanitarian resolutions on the 
subject and was pleased to note the steps taken in the past year to meet the health needs of 
the population of Cyprus. The collaboration between WHO and UNHCR to that end was greatly 
appreciated. In addition to expressing that appreciation, the draft resolution requested 
the Director -General to continue and intensify health assistance to refugees and displaced 
persons in Cyprus. The co- sponsors of the draft resolution earnestly hoped that it would 
meet with the unanimous approval of the Committee. 

The draft resolution read as follows: 

The Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly, 
Mindful of the principle that the health for all peoples is fundamental to the 

attainment of peace and security; 

Recalling resolutions WHA28.47, WHA29.44, WHA30.26, WHA31.25, WHA32.18, WHA33.22 
and WHA34.20; 

Noting all relevant United Nations General Assembly and Security Council resolutions 
on Cyprus; 

Considering that the continuing health problems of the refugees and displaced 
persons in Cyprus call for further assistance; 

1. NOTES with satisfaction the information provided by the Director -General on health 
assistance to refugees and displaced persons in Cyprus; 

2. EXPRESSES its appreciation for all the efforts of the Coordinator of United Nations 

Humanitarian Assistance in Cyprus to obtain the funds necessary for the Organization's 
action to meet the health needs of the population of Cyprus; 

3. REQUESTS the Director -General to continue and intensify health assistance to 

refugees and displaced persons in Cyprus, in addition to any assistance made available 

within the framework of the efforts of the Coordinator of United Nations Humanitarian 
Assistance in Cyprus, and to report to the Thirty -sixth World Health Assembly on such 

assistance. 

Mr THABANE (Lesotho) said that his delegation wished to co- sponsor the draft resolution. 

The draft resolution was approved. 

Mr CANKOREL (Turkey) said that he had joined in the unanimous approval of the draft 
resolution because he considered its intention to be purely humanitarian. Once again, 

however, he urged the Director -General to implement it in such a manner as to ensure that 

both communities on the island benefited equally from the assistance given. His Government's 
stance on the resolutions adopted on the issue in the United Nations was well known; it 

continued to press the view that the problems mentioned in the draft resolution concerned 
not refugees but displaced persons only, who were from both communities on the island. 
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Mr POUYOUROS (Cyprus) thanked the Committee for approving the resolution. The Govern- 

ment and people of Cyprus sincerely appreciated the interest and concern shown on their 

behalf by the world community. The country's problems and needs were vast, but it was 

hoped that coordinated action and the wise use of limited resources would help to improve 

the health conditions of displaced persons until a solution was reached and they could 

return to their homes and lands. He expressed his gratitude to the delegations that had 

supported the resolution, and in particular its sponsors, and to the Director -General, the 

Regional Director, and their staffs. His country's cordial wishes went to Dr Taba, whose 

term of office expired during the current year, and it pledged its fullest cooperation to 

the new Regional Director. 

Health and medical assistance to Lebanon: Item 40.3 of the Agenda (Resolution W АЭ4.21; 

Document А35/19) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the draft resolution sponsored by the delegations of 

Algeria, Australia, France, Iraq, Jordan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Syrian Arab Republic. 

It read: 

The Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly, 

Recalling resolutions WHA29.40, WHA30.27, WHA31.26, WHA32.19, WHA33.23 and 

WHА34.21 on health and medical assistance to Lebanon; 

Taking note of General Assembly resolutions 33146 of 20 December 1978, 34135 of 
14 December 1979, 3585 of 5 December 1980 and 36205 of 16 December 1981 on international 

assistance for the reconstruction and development of Lebanon, calling on the specialized 

agencies, organs and other bodies of the United Nations to expand and intensify programmes 

of assistance within the framework of the needs of Lebanon; 

Having examined the Director -General's report on the action taken by WHO, in 

cooperation with other international bodies, for emergency health and medical assistance 

to Lebanon in 1981 -1982; 

Taking note of the health and medical assistance provided by the Organization to 

Lebanon during 1981 -1982; 

1. EXPRESSES its appreciation to the Director -General for his continuous efforts to 

mobilize health and medical assistance to Lebanon; 

2. EXPRESSES also its appreciation to all the international agencies, organs and 

bodies of the United Nations and to all governmental and non -governmental organizations 

for their cooperation with WHO in this regard; 

3. CONSIDERS that the growing health and medical problems in Lebanon which have 

attained lately a critical level, constitute a source of great concern and necessitate 

thereby a continuation and a substantial expansion of programmes of health and medical 

assistance to Lebanon; 

4. REQUESTS the Director -General to continue and to expand substantially the 

Organization's programmes of health and medical assistance to Lebanon and to allocate 

for this purpose, and to the best extent possible, funds from the regular budget and 

other financial resources; 

5. CALLS upon the specialized agencies, organs and bodies of the United Nations and 

on all governmental and non -governmental organizations, to intensify their cooperation 
with WHO in this field; 

6. REQUESTS the Director -General to report to the Thirty -sixth World Health Assembly 
on the implementation of this resolution. 

Dr ТАВА (Regional Director for the Eastern Medterranean) , introducing the report on the 

action taken by WHO to provide emergency health and medical assistance to Lebanon (document 

А35/19), recalled that resolution WHA34.21 had requested the Director General to continue 
and intensify such assistance, utilizing funds from the regular budget and other sources. 

WHO had continued to collaborate closely with the Council for Development and 

Reconstruction of Lebanon, other bodies in the United Nations system, and other governmental 

or voluntary organizations working in the country. Through the meetings of the Working Group 
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(and sub -groups) for the South, which brought together representatives of all these 
organizations, emphasis was being given to appropriate health training, focusing on primary 
health care for the development and reorganization of the health and medical services in 
southern Lebanon. 

WHO maintained close technical cooperation with UNICEF in the programme for reconstruction 
of rural health facilities, especially in the planning and design of health centres and 
similar facilities. Under the waste management project funded by UNDP and executed by WHO, 
a national master plan for waste management had reached its final stages and certain 
preliminary engineering and feasibility studies were being initiated. A second UNDP- financed 
project, for national public health laboratory services, was receiving new impetus following 
the recruitment of the WHO project leader. Collaboration in the strengthening of health 
services included provision of experts, fellowships and a wide range of supplies and equipment. 
This formed part of the assistance to the Ministry of Health to meet the special needs of 
civilians affected by air -raids and was in addition to the grant of $ 100 000 to the 
Palestinian Red Crescent Society, reported on elsewhere. Seventeen fellowships had been 
awarded in fields related to health services, administration and management, rehabilitation 
medicine, nursing education, biostatistics, epidemiology, etc. 

In support of these activities, WHO had provided approximately $ 743 900 from its 
regular budget, including some $ 280 000 for personnel, $ 450 000 for supplies and equipment, 
and $ 175 300 for fellowships. 

Dr BROYELLE (France), Dr BOOTH (Australia), aid Miss TOUATI (Algeria) indicated their 
support for the draft resolution. 

Dr BIZRI (Lebanon) expressed his country's appreciation to the sponsors of the draft 
resolution. He also thanked the Director -General and the Regional Director for the interest 
shown in the development of Lebanon and the assistance provided by WHO. 

The draft resolution was approved. 

Cooperation with newly independent and emerging States in Africa: Liberation struggle in 
Southern Africa - assistance to front -line States and Namibia, and health assistance to 

refugees in Africa: Item 40.4 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA34.31, WHA34.34, and WHA34.35; 
Document А35/20) 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had before it three draft resolutions. The first, 
sponsored by the delegations of Angola, Lesotho, Mozambique, Senegal, Zaire and Zambia, was 

entitled "Assistance to front -line States ". It read as follows: 

The Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly, 

Considering that the front -line countries are targets of continued military attacks 

which the South African racist regime directs, plans and carries out to destabilize 
their governments and which hamper their economic and social development; 

Considering also resolution AFR,RC31/R12 and the Special Programme of Health 
Cooperation with the People's Republic of Angola prepared by a health mission of the 

Regional Committee for Africa; 

Bearing in mind that these continued attacks aid threats force the countries 

concerned to divert large amounts of financial and technical resources from their 

national health programmes to defence; 
Further considering the support that has been reaffirmed for the front -line 

countries in many resolutions of the United Nations, the Movement of Non- aligned 
Countries, the Organization of African Unity and other international organizations and 
institutions; 

1. RESOLVES that the World Health Organization shall: 

(1) take emergency measures to help the front -line countries solve the acute 
health problems of the Namibian and South African refugees; 
(2) provide countries attacked by South Africa with medical assistance, health 
personnel, medical teams, pharmaceutical products and financial assistance for 
their national health programmes and for such special health programmes as are 

necessary for the military operations; 
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2. CALLS upon the Member States, according to their possibilities, to provide adequate 
medical assistance to the front -line States (Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, United 
Republic of Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe) Lesotho, and Swaziland; 

Э. REQUESTS the Director -General to report to the Thirty -sixth World Health Assembly 
on the progress made in the implementation of this resolution. 

The second draft resolution, entitled "Assistance to Namibia and national liberation 
movements in South Africa recognized by OAU ", and sponsored by the delegations of Angola, 

Cuba, Lesotho, Mozambique, Senegal, Zaire and Zambia, read as follows: 

The Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly, 
Mindful of the prolonged struggle that the Namibian people, led by SWAPO, their 

sole legal representative, have waged for their liberation, independence and territorial 

integrity; 

Mindful, too, of the struggle that the South African people are waging to attain 
their national liberation; 

Reiterating the support for this struggle expressed in many resolutions of the 

United Nations, the Organization of African Unity, the Movement of Non -aligned Countries 
and other international institutions and organizations that call for the immediate and 
unconditional withdrawal of South Africa's illegal government from Namibia; 

Bearing in mind the decisions taken by the United Nations at the General Assembly's 
special session on Namibia; 

Aware of the resolutions adopted by the World Health Organization and at Ministerial 
meetings of the non- aligned and other developing countries on assistance for the Southern 
African people; 

Persuaded that these peoples can achieve the goal of health for all by the year 2000 
only if the illegal occupation of Namibia is ended and Namibia's and South Africa's 
rights to self determination are recognized; 

1. REAFFIRMS its support for the Namibian and South African people's legitimate 

struggle to attain their national liberation; 

2. RENEWS its request to the Director -General to continue collaboration with the 

United Nations agencies and the international Community in order to obtain the necessary 
support in the health sector for national liberation movements recognized by the 

Organization of African Unity (OAU); 

Э. URGES the Director -General to accelerate the implementation of the plan of action 
contained in the report of the International Conference on Apartheid and Health; 

4. REQUESTS the Director -General to give a detailed report to the Thirty -sixth 

World Health Assembly on the progress made in implementing this resolution. 

The third draft resolution, entitled "Health assistance to refugees in Africa" and 
sponsored by the delegations of Angola, Lesotho, Mozambique, Senegal, Zaire and Zambia, 

read as follows: 

The Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly, 

Taking note of resolutions CМ/Res.814 (XXXV) and CМ/Res.868 ( XXXVII) adopted by 

the Assembly of the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity 
at its seventeenth and eighteenth sessions held at Freetown and Nairobi respectively, 
and United Nations General Assembly resolutions 3542 and 36124 on the International 
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa; 

Mindful of the essential principle contained in the WHO Constitution which 
inter alia proclaims that the health of all peoples is fundamental to the attainment 

of peace and security; 

Recalling resolution WHA34.35 on health assistance to refugees in Africa; 

Taking note of the report of the Director -General to the sixty -ninth session of 

the Executive Board on the health assistance to refugees in Africa; 

Gravely concerned at the growing number of refugees in the African continent, 

which constitutes over half the population of refugees in the world; 

Bearing in mind the heavy sacrifices that the countries of asylum are making, 
despite their limited resources, to alleviate the plight of those refugees; 
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1. REITERATES the need to give high priority to the assistance provided to refugees 
in Africa in the area of competence of WHO; 

2. APPEALS to Member States and to relevant governmental and nongovernmental 
organizations to provide needed assistance to the countries of asylum so as to enable 
them to strengthen their health capacity and provide the facilities and services essential 
to the care and wellbeing of the refugees; 

Э. REQUESTS the Director -General: 

(1) to continue and intensify his close cooperation, within his fields of 
competence, with the office of the UNHCR and other relevant organizations in the 
follow -up and implementation of the conclusions of the International Conference 
on Assistance to Refugees in Africa; 
(2) to submit a comprehensive report to the seventy -first session of the 
Executive Board and the Thirty -sixth World Health Assembly on the concrete 
measures taken by the Organization to implement this resolution. 

Mr KAKOMA (Zambia), formally introducing the draft resolutions on behalf of the sponsors, 
expressed his sincere gratitude to the Director -General for his continuing support in 
fulfilment of the Health Assembly resolutions on the subject before the meeting. That 
assistance had great importance for the authorities of the countries concerned, enabling 
them to improve the health conditions of their populations in accordance with the objectives 
of the Organization. 

Dr SAMBO (Angola) recalled that resolutions WHA34.31 and WHA34.34 had been adopted by 
the previous Health Assembly with the aim of providing full health and medical assistance to 
the liberation struggle in southern Africa and to the front -line States. 

In August 1981, Angola had been invaded by the army of the fascist regime of South Africa. 
The continuing occupation of the southern provinces by that minority regime, and the 
disastrous consequences for the health and social situation had been denounced by the Minister 
of Health of Angola at the thirty -first session of the Regional Committee for Africa. The 
Regional Committee had considered the climate of terror, instability, and insecurity prevailing 
in the occupied areas to be counterproductive to the Angolan Government's efforts to implement 
the strategy for health for all. Accordingly, a special mission had been sent to formulate 
emergency cooperation measures. The cost of the resulting action programme was assessed at 
$ 2 500 000, as indicated in the Director -General's report. He expressed his gratitude to 
the countries which had, in the meantime, provided assistance, although Angola's needs were 
far from being covered. 

While respecting the non- political vocation of WHO, he believed that the threat to the 

security and wellbeing of the peoples of southern Africa from the racist regime of South Africa 
made it impossible to dissociate political and diplomatic aspects from health aspects. His 

Government's position regarding the liberation of Namibia and South Africa was well known 
in WHO and had been expressed in other United Nations bodies. 

Referring to the first draft resolution, he thought that the last line of operative 
paragraph 1(2) should be amended to read: "and for such special health programmes as are 

necessary as a consequence of the military operations ". 

In answer to a question by Dr CABRAL (Mozambique), the DIRECTOR- GENERAL explained that 
the report before the meeting (document А35/20) had not been formally introduced because of 
the absence of the Regional Director for Africa, owing to unforeseen circumstances. 

Dr CABRAL (Mozambique) said that the figures given in paragraph 2.5 of document A35/20 did 

not represent a new allocation of funds as a consequence of the war situation. They referred 
to an internal distribution by his Government, in favour of the health sector, from the regular 

budget and country programme allocations of WHO, UNDP and other agencies. 

The situation in southern Africa constituted a serious and permanent threat to the 

harmonious and stable relations among neighbouring countries. On the one side were countries 

that had acceded to independence at different times but whose economy was precarious and 

insufficient to improve the quality of life of their people who were desirous of peace and 

prosperity. On the other side were the oppressed populations of Namibia and South Africa, 
exploited by the most backward and inhuman regime in history - apartheid South Africa. 
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The Boer neo- Nazis, refusing to recognize Namibia's universally acknowledged right to 

independence, continued to oppress and martyr the South African people, organized under the 

African National Congress, who were striving for an African identity and personality. The 

bellicose, racist, expansionist South African regime relentlessly sought to resolve its internal 

problems beyond its own frontiers. Those countries that were the victims of South Africa's 

armed aggression were stupefied by the indifference of the western world to the ignoble invasion 

of Angola, an invasion now confirmed. The South African regime was backing a series of puppet 

liberation troops, which massacred defenceless populations. It was training and equipping 

groups of bandits who destroyed the socioeconomic infrastructure of countries. The situation 

was well known, as was the cynical condemnation of South Africa by words, formulated by 

countries that continued their military and economic relations with that country. Mozambique 

wished, once again, to arouse the Health Assembly's awareness of the serious situation 

prevailing in southern Africa and the permanent threat the apartheid regime represented to the 

peace and security of the whole African Region. 
The consequences for health were obvious and represented a heavy charge for these countries. 

Growing numbers of refugees to be housed, fed, clothed and cared for; health and social 

institutions were destroyed in raids by the South African army or bandits; the population was 

beaten and injured, their fields and homes destroyed; health workers were captured or killed, 

and medical supply transport destroyed or hijacked. For these reasons, the delegation of 

Mozambique, co- sponsor of the draft resolutions, appealed for an intensification of WHO's 

cooperation with the States and liberation movements of southern Africa as a form of recognition 

of their developing internationalist role. 

Mrs MNGAZA (Pan Africanist Congress of Azania) also emphasized the need for an 

intensification of cooperation in health matters with the front -line States, victims of 

repeated aggression by the South African regime, and with Lesotho and Swaziland, which was 

subject to provocation and economic blackmail. The ever -growing intransigence displayed by the 

Pretoria regime towards the front -line States was due to the unfortunate, and misguided, 

assurance the regime enjoyed from an imperialist and aggressive superpower represented in the 

Health Assembly. The continued economic, military and diplomatic support which Pretoria 

received from certain of the countries present had enabled it to defy majority world opinion. 

The attitude of their governments should be condemned. 

Referring to section 3 of document A35/20, she expressed her organization's gratitude to 

the Director -General, the Regional Director for Africa, the front -line States, IAU, the United 

Nations system, aid the international community as a whole for their cooperation. With the 

continuing assistance of WHO, of other United Nations agencies and of their Member States, the 

people of Azania and other oppressed populations would eventually assume their rightful seats 

in the Health Assembly. 

Mr SABOIA (Brazil) said that his country supported any action to eliminate apartheid and 

terminate the illegal occupation of Namibia by the racist regime of Pretoria. Recognizing the 

role that WHO could play in this respect, he urged the Director -General to continue and intensify 

the Organization's efforts. 

Some years ago, Brazil had instituted a programme of technical cooperation with certain 

African States, tailored to the specific needs of countries. This programme, intended to 

ensure the effective transfer of knowledge and experience, had been particularly encouraging 

in the case of those States that shared a common language with Brazil; they included some of 

the front -line States. It was planned to continue and expand the programme, which at present 

covered long- and medium -term advisory services, particularly in public health planning and 

psychiatry; fellowships for postgraduate studies in medicine, psychology, nutrition, basic 

sanitation and pneumology; and basic training of medical and auxiliary personnel. 

Dr SEBINA (Botswana) joined previous speakers in thanking the Director -General for the 

technical cooperation in health matters extended to the liberation movements and the front- 
line and emerging States. He urged the speedy implementation of the plan of action adopted by 

the Conference on Apartheid and Health organized by the Regional Office for Africa. As a 

front -line State bordering on Namibia and South Africa, Botswana was unable to remain silent, 

or neutral, when issues concerning self -determination or the health and welfare of the peoples 
of those countries were discussed; his country therefore wished to be included among the 
sponsors of the draft resolutions. 
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Miss TOUATI (Algeria) associated her delegation with the views expressed by previous 

speakers. Algeria, a country resolutely opposed to the policy of apartheid, believed it to be 

WHO's duty to intensify its help. The racist regime of Pretoria was continuing its illegal 

occupation of Namibia and arming mercenaries against the neighbouring sovereign States, if not 

directly attacking them itself. WHO could not remain indifferent to the continuing deterioration 

of the health situation in countries whose civilian population was daily exposed to such shocking 

practices as punishments, torture, arbitrary arrest, and prison sentences. Until apartheid was 

eliminated, WHO's efforts to promote human dignity and meet man's basic need for health would 

be doomed to failure. Her delegation fully supported the three draft resolutions. 

Mr THABANE (Lesotho) congratulated WHO personnel on their excellent work in opposing 
apartheid and giving medical support to the national liberation movements. He referred to 
two important landmarks of the previous year: the WHO mission to Angola and the International 
Conference on Apartheid and Health, both of which were encouraging evidence of a concern for 

the situation in southern Africa. 

Dr GOMES (Cape Verde) said that his delegation supported the three draft resolutions and 

wished to be included in the list of sponsors. 

Mr MATTERN (German Democratic Republic) noted with satisfaction that WHO was continuing 

its activities to assist the oppressed peoples in southern Africa. The International 

Conference on Apartheid and Health - organized jointly by the Regional Office for Africa, 

the national liberation movements, and the front -line States - had surely been one of the 
highlights of 1981 and had supplied further proof of the need for intensified material 
support to the oppressed peoples and their liberation movements. South Africa, by persisting 
in its apartheid policy, was trampling underfoot all the rules of a humane society and 

flagrantly violating the fundamental human rights of the black populations, including their 
right to health. Вy its repeated incursions into neighbouring sovereign nations, and its 

continued occupation of Namibia, it had become one of the most dangerous warmongers in Africa, 
indeed in the world. 

Under the principles governing its foreign policy, the German Democratic Republic was 
committed to eliminating all vestiges of colonialism, racism and apartheid. It therefore 
continued CO extend political, moral and material support to all oppressed peoples in their 
fight for national and social liberation, self -determination and independence. In a spirit 

of international solidarity the people of his country had over the past five years raised 

more than 200 million marks annually, to be used predominantly for relief to the victims of 
South Africa's policy of aggression, especially in Angola and Mozambique. It took the form 
of assistance to SWAPO refugee camps in southern Africa, an African National Congress 
instruction centre in Tanzania, scholarships for young people from Africa and other regions, 
and medical treatment for freedom fighters. 

The German Democratic Republic would support all WHO activities aimed at intensifying 
material and moral support to the oppressed peoples of southern Africa and their liberation 
movements. His delegation therefore supported the three draft resolutions. 

Mr DAS (India) recalled that Mahatma Gandhi had been the first to raise his voice against 

the inhuman treatment suffered by the peoples of India and South Africa, and that India had 

been the first country in the United Nations to speak out against South Africa's policies. 
His delegation therefore supported the three draft resolutions and wished to be included in 

the lists of sponsors. 

Mrs PARKER (Jamaica) said that Jamaica was among those countries giving assistance to 

Namibia and national liberation movements in Africa. Her delegation supported the three 

draft resolutions. 

Mr AВВASSI TEHRANI (Iran) said that his country supported all liberation movements and 

opposed all forms of racism, particularly the racist regime of South Africa, which was 

supported by imperialists and colonialists. His delegation supported the three draft 

resolutions. 

Dr MAKUTO (Zimbabwe) said that his delegation supported the first draft resolution and 

wished to be included in the lists of sponsors of the second and third draft resolutions. 
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Mr 'WANG YONG 'WAN (Democratic People's Republic of Korea) commended the work being 
undertaken by WHO in cooperation with the newly independent and emerging States in Africa. 
In order to be of practical help in the building of new societies and the development of 

public health, assistance to the countries concerned should be suited to the prevailing 

conditions, should meet the demands formulated by the countries themselves, and should promote 
the self -reliance of those countries. WHO should cooperate not only to solve immediate 
problems but to create a basis for the promotion of health. He urged WHO to expand and 
develop that cooperation. 

Dr LIMA (Sao Tome and Principe) said that his delegation supported the three draft 
resolutions and wished to be considered as co- sponsors of them. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America), referred to the words "Considering that the front- 
line countries are targets of continued military attacks . . ." in the first paragraph of the 
preamble to the first draft resolution (Assistance to front -line States). It was a matter 
of fact that not all the countries named in operative paragraph 2 were being attacked by 
South Africa. The wording of that paragraph was therefore too broad and should be amended 
to read: "Considering that some front -line countries . . . ". 

Referring to all three draft resolutions, he said that he understood the strong feeling 
in favour of intensifying assistance. Nevertheless he must reiterate that resolutions of 
this kind - which were potentially political, although on subjects intended to deal with • health - posed a serious problem for his and other governments. It would be preferable if 

the resolutions could be drafted in such a way as to obtain the widest possible support. At 
the last United Nations General Assembly, for example, it had been possible to adopt by 
consensus more than 20 resolutions calling for assistance to many Member States because the 

unnecessary political rhetoric had been omitted. He hoped that the example would be followed 
in the Health Assembly. In their present form, the three draft resolutions were not 
acceptable to his delegation. 

Dr SAMBO (Angola) said that his delegation, as one of the sponsors of the first draft 

resolution, had no objection to the amendment proposed by the United States. 

Dr CABRAL (Mozambique) said that his delegation, which was also a sponsor of the draft 

resolution in question, could not accept the amendment proposed by the United States. He 

suggested that co- sponsors might wish to discuss the proposal prior to expressing their 
opinions. 

Dr MEDINA (Guinea- Bissau) said that, for its part, his delegation supported the three 

draft resolutions. However, certain imperialist powers that were still supporting the racist 
regime in South Africa should be urged to consider the implications of health for all by the 
year 2000 with a view to the withdrawal of such support. 

Dr MBUMBE -KING (Gabon) urged WHO to intensify its assistance in southern Africa. His 
delegation supported the three draft resolutions. 

Mr OSMAN (Somalia) said that his delegation fully supported all three draft resolutions 
and wished to be included in the lists of sponsors. It was internationally recognized that 
the peoples of South Africa and Namibia were engaged in a struggle for liberation. In view 
of that recognition, he urged that their requests for assistance should be given serious 
consideration and meet with a generous response on the part of the whole international 

community. In line with the relevant resolutions adopted by the United Nations, OAU, and the 

non- aligned countries, Somalia fully supported such assistance and reaffirmed that high 
priority should be given to WHO assistance to refugees from South Africa. He called for the 

speedy implementation of the plan of action that had emerged from the International Conference 
on Apartheid and Health. Somalia was well aware of the serious difficulties encountered by 

the front -line States, where economic development and social welfare activities were gravely 
hampered by South African military aggression. His delegation consequently supported the 
call for emergency measures to assist those countries. 

The third draft resolution (Health assistance to refugees in Africa) was very similar 
to resolution WHA34.35 adopted the previous year; he hoped that it would receive the support 
of the present Health Assembly. He appealed to members of the Committee to support unani- 
mously the three draft resolutions as they stood. 
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Mr SHENКORU (Ethiopia) said that his delegation fully endorsed the three draft resolutions. 
The national liberation movements in southern Africa and the front -line States were in real 
need of support from the international community as a whole. 

Referring to the third draft resolution, he pointed to the need for rehabilitation of 
refugees in the shortest time possible. His country believed that a durable solution to the 
refugee problem in Africa lay in either voluntary repatriation of refugees to their countries 
of origin or their permanent resettlement in the countries of asylum. However, the draft 
resolution as it stood was incomplete: it referred to refugees but made no mention of 
displaced persons. It was doubtful whether in practice WHO could limit its assistance to 

refugees in the countries of asylum when there were displaced persons living in similar 
appalling conditions in their country of origin. Understanding and flexibility were required, 
to obviate a theoretical distinction between the two groups. As long as colonialism and 
racism subsisted in the world, along with domination and exploitation, aggression, interven- 
tion in the internal affairs of States, use of force in international relations, and economic 
and social inequalities among nations, so long would the problems of refugees and displaced 
persons continue to haunt the international community. WHO could not provide assistance 
for all refugees; nor could it reverse the negative trends in international relations that 
caused so many people to abandon their homes. The ultimate solution would depend on a 
commitment by all to the rule of law and to a search for equitable relations at national 
and international level, in order to achieve sound economic and social progress. 

In Africa alone there were nearly 17 million displaced persons and their economic and 
social conditions were even more adversely affected by the state of underdevelopment than • 
those of the population in general. The countries bearing the greatest burden of asylum 
were in fact among the least developed. The problems of refugees and of displaced persons 
were similar, and called for simultaneous and effective action in defence of the basic 
human right to life. That similarity should be reflected in the third draft resolution 
before the meeting, to which his delegation proposed the following amendments: 

(1) In the heading, the words "and displaced persons" should be added after "refugees ". 

(2) In the first preambular paragraph, the words "and General Assembly resolution 
36125" should be added at the end. 

(3) In the fifth preambular paragraph, the words "and displaced persons" should be 

inserted between "refugees" and "in the African continent ". 

(4) At the end of the sixth preambular paragraph, the semicolon should be followed by 
the words "and that the durable solution to the problem is voluntary repatriation to 

their country of origin ". 

(5) In operative paragraphs 1 and 2, the word "refugees" should be followed by "and 
displaced persons ". 

(6) In operative paragraph 3(2) , the words "this resolution" should be replaced by: 
"the above resolutions and General Assembly resolution 36125 ". 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the three draft resolutions should be considered separately, 

in view of the oral amendments proposed. 

Mr SHENКORU (Ethiopia) said that his delegation reserved the right to introduce oral 

amendments to the respective draft resolutions as and when they were considered by the 

Committee. 

Mr BIRIDO (Sudan) said that his delegation wished to be added to the list of sponsors of 

all three draft resolutions. The views on them expressed by the Zambian delegation were 

fully shared by his own. 

The Sudanese delegation called for further efforts to assist the front -line States and 

national liberation movements in southern Africa, which were faced with constant aggression by 

the apartheid regime. The international community was in duty bound to increase its efforts 

to bring about that regime's overthrow. 

Some 50% of the world's refugees were in Africa, where the countries of asylum were among 

the world's least developed. He appealed to WHO and the international community to assist as 

much as possible in the provision of health services to those countries. 
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Sudan was in full sympathy with the motives behind Ethiopia's call for assistance to 

displaced persons. However, the resolution in question was based entirely on follow -up action 

to the International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa and the resolutions adopted 
by OAU and the United Nations General Assembly, in particular General Assembly resolution 

36125 dealing with refugee problems in Africa. The agenda item under consideration did not 

refer to displaced persons; nor, in fact, did General Assembly resolution 36125. It seemed 

unwise to cite that resolution in the text of the third draft resolution. The amendments 

proposed by the Ethiopian delegation should be submitted as a separate draft resolution with 
displaced persons as its subject. The Committee would surely support such a resolution. 

The Sudanese delegation could not however accept the proposals of the Ethiopian delegate as an 
amendment to the present draft resolution. 

Mr IONESCU - CAZANA (Romania) said that Romania had firmly condemned racial discrimination 

and apartheid, South Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia, and the acts of aggression against 

the front -line States; it called for an immediate end to such deeds and practices, which 

created a constant hazard to health in the African Region. 

Dr QUAMINA (Trinidad and Tobago) said that her Government fully supported all efforts at 

decolonization and welcomed the emergence of newly independent States in southern Africa. 
Trinidad and Tobago offered a number of fellowships to students from the African Region. 

Her delegation wholeheartedly supported all three draft resolutions. 

Miss PAROVA (Czechoslovakia) associated her delegation with the support expressed for the 

three draft resolutions. All were agreed that, as reflected in the WHO Constitution, health 
depended on social as well as physical well -being - that point should be valid throughout the 

world. 

Political factors could not be disregarded, because health conditions in the countries 
under consideration were directly affected by political circumstances. The Czech Government 
had provided continuing assistance to the national liberation movements and front -line States 
of southern Africa, and condemned the apartheid regime of South Africa. 

Mr LO (Senegal) said that the substitution of the word "some" for "the ", in the opening 

paragraph of the third draft resolution (proposed by the United States delegation), would make 
an important difference to the meaning of the text. The point was that the South African 
regime could attack any front -line State at any time. 

So that the sponsors could consider that proposal and the other oral amendments proposed 

to the three texts, his delegation proposed a suspension of the meeting under Rule 61 of the 

Rules of Procedure. 

Mr OSMAN (Somalia) said that it would be more appropriate to continue the debate, because 
of shortage of time and the need to hear the different views held. 

Mr LO (Senegal) withdrew his proposal. 

Dr SAMBO (Angola) said that his delegation would find no difficulty in accepting the 
United States proposal; however it could also support the text as it stood. 

Dr BUTCHVAROVA (Bulgaria) said that her delegation fully supported the draft resolutions 

and wished to be listed among the sponsors of all three. 

Dr PONCE DE LEON (Peru) said that, in principle, his delegation supported all three texts 

as originally drafted. However, in view of the confusion arising from the various amendments 

proposed, it might be as well for the sponsors arid those delegations wishing to make 

amendments to hold brief informal consultations. 

Mr OSMAN (Somalia) endorsed the position of the delegate of Sudan. The draft resolution 

in question was clearly intended to come within the scope of follow -up action to the 

International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa, and to reflect the specific 

mandate stemming from that Conference. 

His delegation was not opposed to adoption of a draft resolution on displaced persons, 

but the oral amendments put forward by the Ethiopian delegation would introduce an extraneous 

element into the present draft resolution. Perhaps that delegation's intention could be met 

in another way. The third draft resolution clearly had the almost unanimous support of the 

Committee as it stood. Its text was fully consonant with resclution W А34.35 of the 
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Thirty -fourth World Health Assembly (which had, in fact, rejected a similar amendment proposed 
by Ethiopia at the time). The delegation of Somalia hoped that the draft resolution would be 
adopted as it stood; it would object to including the proposed oral amendments. Nor did it 
consider that the meeting should be adjourned for informal consultations. 

Dr CABRAL (Mozambique) said that the three draft resolutions should be considered and 
voted on separately, particularly in view of possible confusion stemming from the proposed oral 
amendments. 

Mr SHENКORU (Ethiopia) expressed surprise that certain speakers had referred in 

particular to Ethiopia in connexion with displaced persons. There were 17 million displaced 
persons in various countries in Africa. Nor did he understand why some delegations had 
questioned the pertinence of the United Nations General Assembly resolution 36125. 

Dr BROYELLE (France) observed that the Committee had before it three draft resolutions, 
which should be voted on separately. Her delegation would like any proposed amendments to 
be submitted in writing. 

Mr BIRIDO (Sudan) said that he had misheard the number of the General Assembly resolution 
referred to by the Ethiopian delegate. At the session of the General Assembly at which 
resolution 36125 had been adopted, the Sudanese delegation had submitted a separate resolution 
on displaced persons, with the agreement of the Ethiopian delegation; he hoped that a similar 
separate resolution could be submitted at the present Health Assembly. 

He proposed that the debate on the matter should be terminated and that the Committee 
should proceed to a vote. 

The CHAIRMAN said that, since there were no more speakers on his list, the Committee 
could proceed to a vote. 

Mr VIGNES (Legal Counsel) pointed out that there were three draft resolutions before the 
Committee. Very few amendments had been proposed to the first, and they could be voted on 
before the draft resolution itself. There were no amendments to the second draft resolution, 
which could therefore be voted on immediately after the first. As regards the third draft 
resolution the situation was extremely confused and he suggested that voting should be 
postponed until the Committee's next meeting in order to enable the amendments to be 

circulated in writing. 

Mr OSMAN (Somalia) said that the three draft resolutions which concerned problems on the 

African continent and measures to alleviate them, had been submitted by the Chairman of the 
African Group, and endorsed by the Group itself. He considered that all three should be 

voted on in their original form. There had already been extensive discussion, especially on 

the third draft resolution. He appealed to the delegates of Mozambique and Sudan to agree 

that all the resolutions should be voted on immediately. 

Mr VIGNES (Legal Counsel) said that he assumed that the closure of the debate had been 

moved, since that was the only way in which draft resolutions could be voted upon immediately. 

In accordance with Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure, if the Committee decided in favour of 

closing the debate, it should vote only on the proposals moved before the closure. The only 

texts formally introduced before the motion for closure appeared to be the three original 

draft resolutions and their amendments, in so far as those amendments had been formally proposed. 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL explained that, if the debate were considered closed, the Committee 
had three draft resolutions before it. It remained for the Committee to decide whether or 

not any amendments had been formally submitted before the closure. The Sudanese delegate 

contended that the amendments proposed by the Ethiopian delegate to the third draft 

resolution were not amendments under the Rules of Procedure but constituted a new draft 

resolution. He suggested that the Committee should decide whether or not those amendments 
did in fact constitute a new draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote on the three draft resolutions in turn, 

beginning with the first draft resolution (Assistance to front -line States). He asked if 

there were any objections to the United States amendment: to substitute "some" for "the" in 
the first line of the first preambular paragraph. 
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Mr BOYER (United States of America) said that, since the sponsors of the draft resolution 

had not accepted his proposed amendment, he would not insist on its being put to the vote. 

He would however vote against the draft resolution as a whole. 

The first draft resolution, on assistance to front -line States, was approved by 83 votes 

to 1, with 6 abstentions. 

Mr WHITE (New Zealand) said that he had abstained from voting on the draft resolution 

because there had not been enough time since its submission for him to obtain instructions on 

certain elements. Nevertheless, as a matter of general policy, New Zealand supported the 

provision by WHO of technical and medical assistance to the front -line States in southern 

Africa explicitly tied to a purely humanitarian context. 

Mr GRIMSSON (Iceland) said that the Nordic countries had voted in favour of the draft 

resolution because they strongly supported the provision of general health assistance to the 

front -line States. The sponsors had explained that paragraph 1(2) meant that such assistance 

might also be necessary as a result of South Africa's military activities in the area. 

Mr HAYES (Ireland) said that the sponsor's clarification of some of the wording had 
enabled his delegation to vote in favour of the draft resolution, on the understanding that 

the reference to military activities in paragraph 1(2) covered only military activities 

against front -line States. 

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the second draft resolution (Assistance to Namibia and 

national liberation movements in South Africa recognized by OAU). 

The second draft resolution was approved by 74 votes to 2, with 16 abstentions. 

Mr PINTO DE LEMOS (Portugal) said that his delegation had voted in favour of both the 

first and second draft resolutions to show its support for the strengthening of health 
cooperation with the people of southern Africa. However, Portugal opposed any support to the 

armed conflict and did not consider that to isolate South Africa would contribute to a positive 

evolution in that country. Portugal reaffirmed its condemnation of any colonial situation 
in southern Africa and considered the eradication of apartheid to be a political and moral 
duty for the international community. His delegation regretted, however, the political 

nature of the wording of certain paragraphs in the resolutions. Its vote in no way indicated 
a change in Portugal's position concerning the political problems in southern Africa. 

Dr BOOTH (Australia) explained that his delegation had voted in favour of the draft 

resolution because it endorsed its general thrust. Australia was unequivocally committed 

to self -determination and independence for Namibia in terms of the relevant Security Council 
resolution. With regard to South Africa, its concern was to bring about an immediate end to 
the abhorrent system of apartheid and to see fundamental human rights in that country fully 
respected. 

Dr BROYELLE (France) said that her delegation had abstained on the draft resolution not 
because it opposed the health assistance but simply because France and four other countries 

were already engaged in negotiations designed to find a peaceful solution to the problem. 

Mr PAQUET (Canada) said that although Canada was in favour of assistance to the people 

of Namibia and South Africa, it had abstained on the second draft resolution because it had 
reservations about its wording - in particular the reference to SWAPO as the sole legal 

representative of the Namibian people, whereas his Government considered it to be an 

important, but not the sole, representative. 

Mr DE BOCK (Belgium) speaking on behalf of the 10 Member countries of the European 
Communities, said that those countries were certainly in favour of the idea behind the first 

draft resolution, even if some of them had felt obliged to abstain because of the reservations 
on wording or interpretation. 

He drew attention to two difficulties related to the second draft resolution that several 

countries had encountered. The first was the reference to SWAPO as the sole legal 
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representative of the Namibian people; the second was that the title of the resolution as 
well as several of its paragraphs, treated the problem of South Africa as a classic question 
of decolonization whereas the attitude of the European Communities was that it was essentially 
a matter of respect for human rights. The countries of the European Communities could support 
the third draft resolution, which dealt with a serious problem that should be constantly borne 
in mind by all members of the international community. 

Mr RAYES (Ireland) endorsed the statement made by the Belgian delegate on behalf of the 
countries of the European Communities but wished to clarify his own delegation's vote in 
favour of the second draft resolution. His delegation felt that the general thrust of the 
resolution was appropriate. However, Ireland regarded SWAPO as playing a paramount but 
not exclusive role in the search for Namibian independence and looked forward to free 
elections in Namibia under United Nations supervision, in which the Namibian people would have 
the opportunity to chose their representatives freely through a democratic electoral process. 
His delegation's vote in favour of the draft resolution did not mean that there had been any 
change in Ireland's position with regard to the recognition of national liberation movements. 

Dr FRITZ (Austria) explained that the Austrian delegation had voted in favour of the 

second draft resolution because it supported the aims of that resolution, while regretting 
the political nature of its wording. Austria's acceptance of the first preambular para- 
graph should in no way be understood as prejudging future free democratic elections in 
Namibia. The sixth preambular paragraph contained an error of reasoning: the right to 
self -determination being a human right, belonged only to human beings as individuals or 
collectively, and not to countries. The Austrian delegation therefore understood that para- 
graph to refer to the rights of Namibian and South African peoples - and not to Namibia or 

South Africa. 

Operative paragraph 1 referred to a "prolonged struggle ", but it must be remembered that 

the legitimate struggle for health in the world could be carried out only by peaceful means. 

Mr GRIMSSON (Iceland),speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, said that 

abstained because - although they supported in general the desirability of assistance in the 

health sector to Namibia and the liberation movements in South Africa - they had reservations 
about certain references to the national liberation struggle. For instance, in the second 
draft resolution the second preambular paragraph and operative paragraph 1, along with the 

reference to South Africa's rights to self -determination in the last preambular paragraph, 
were new elements that had not been present in the previous year's resolution and that were 
questionable in international law. The Nordic countries understood that the main aim of the 

struggle of the people in South Africa was to eradicate the apartheid system and replace it 

by a free democratic electoral process, on the basis of "one man, one vote ". Finally, 

although the Nordic governments recognized SWAPO to be one of the most important represent- 

atives of the Namibian people, and gave that organization humanitarian assistance, they 

believed that only the Namibian people as a whole should be able to designate their represent- 

atives in free elections. 

Mr VIGNES (Legal Counsel) said that the French delegate had informed him that she main- 

tained her formal request for the amendments to the third draft resolution to be circulated 

in writing. The Ethiopian delegate had confirmed that he maintained those amendments. It 

was unfortunately impossible for the amendments to be ready before the Committee's next 

meeting. 

Mr BIRIDO (Sudan) referring to the last two sentences of Rule 67 of the Rules of 

Procedure, requested the Chairman for a ruling on whether the Ethiopian amendments were in 

fact amendments or whether they constituted a new draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that it would be preferable to postpone the discussion until the 

Committee's next meeting. 

It was so decided. 

The meeting rose at 18h30. 


